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Summary 
 

According to Navigant research, investment in the global Distributed Energy Resource 

Management System (DERMS) market in 2016 reached US$194.3m and is expected to grow to 

nearly US$2.1b by 2025. However very few utilities have engaged in full-scale deployments up to 

now. This is in part due to the sheer complexity of monitoring and controlling millions of end-

devices in a distribution grid. But there are also a number of critical uncertainties and questions 

that need to be answered first. How will the management of Distributed Energy Resources (DER) 

be accomplished and are DERMS technologies ready? What are the key use cases and what return 

on investment should be expected? How to overcome regulatory barriers delaying or restricting 

the desired coordination of customer assets? Most utilities so far have limited their DERMS 

implementation to a subset of a complete solution based on priority needs and smaller-scale 

opportunities. 

 

This white paper tries to provide guidelines for a successful DERMS deployment. It addresses 

the pre-requisites and system components that a Utility should care about and proposes a 

modular and progressive approach to reach full scale and full maturity. 

 

  

 



 

DERMS: where to Start? 
 Do I understand the use-cases and what problem needs solving? 

 Is the distribution GIS and metrology data accurate? 

 Do I have control of enough DER devices to manage the problem? 

 Is the solution scalable and based upon open standards? 

 What are the customer expectations? 

 What are the business benefits and ROI? 

 Are the technologies ensuring cyber-security standards? 

 What is the regulatory framework that must be considered? 

 Is the organizational structure in place? 

 What technology vendor capabilities can solve this issue? 

 

These are all good questions utilities should consider when planning on implementing a DERMS. 

If you do not have the answers, you should develop a roadmap, consider what system 

components you need, and take a layered system approach. Failure to get these foundational 

building blocks in place will result in the overall system not meeting its objectives. 

 

As the industry jostles with a universal understanding of what DERMS need to provide, the 

evolving definition is providing both answers and further questions to the direction product 

development in the space should take. The number of system-to-system interactions required of 

them is growing and is adding to the overall complexity. In the meantime, as shown in a recent 

Navigant Research study, annual new DER capacity exceeded capacity from centralized power 

plants in 2018, meaning the need for systems capable of controlling these technologies is 

increasing. 

 

Increasing penetration of DER and Electric Vehicles pose major problems for utility assets and 

ultimately, customers. In the case of solar PV, if generation is to be exported upstream to be 

 



consumed elsewhere, it must be delivered at a higher voltage than is being consumed locally. 

This spike in voltage at peak solar generation, if not managed correctly, can have drastic effects 

on utility assets and consumer electronics. The rapid growth of DER in locations such as Australia 

and Hawaii has created a significant challenge for local utilities. As a result, restrictions have been 

implemented limiting energy export to maintain stability of the network and power quality. This 

is far from an ideal solution. 

 

As penetration of DER increases, hosting capacity of individual feeders decreases. It is in these 

highly penetrated areas that unmanaged DERs will have most impact. It follows that it is in these 

highly penetrated areas that targeted, localized dispatch and control is crucial to avoid power 

quality fluctuations. 

 

A similar problem is presented by EVs, where high penetration can massively increase peak-

demand and have major impacts on transformer health. As an example, SMUD showed that in a 

likely scenario of increased uptake of EVs, their annual costs associated with transformer 

replacements will exceed $12 million by 2030. 

 

While DERs create major challenges for distribution grids and their operators, the ability to 

control them digitally provides a major opportunity and can defer large-scale asset upgrades 

required to maintain changing load and generation. DERMS solutions not only provide a scalable 

long-term solution, but also an opportunity to increase customer engagement, satisfaction and 

security. 

 

Since 2014, the California ISO Duck Curve predicted that a large penetration of DER’s would cause 

grid issues, which includes generation that exceeds the base load, rapid ramp-up as the solar 

generation declines at dusk (which coincides with residential load increases). This may just apply 

to California and Hawaii today, but most states that have a Renewable Portfolio Standard, will 

face similar issues.   

 

There are many options available to utilities to mitigate these issues such as Smart Inverters 

(Solar and Energy Storage), Demand Response, Load Shifting, and Pricing. Managing and 

 



controlling DER assets is rapidly becoming an integral tool for maintaining the safety and 

reliability of the electric grid. This requires secure communications as a foundational block.  

As an example, in March 2020, the three California IoU’s territories will be installing 

communication-capable smart inverters for all generation behind the meter, but it will take 

several years to build a portfolio of controllable assets that will mitigate any grid issues. 

 

Up to now, control of customer behind-the-meter devices has been largely proprietary, typically 

through the cloud using the manufacturer's proprietary APIs. Using proprietary APIs is not 

recommended because:  

 

❖ Managing a large number of manufacturers’ APIs and/or changes that manufacturers make 

to their APIs creates a burden for utilities 

❖ The cybersecurity protections of proprietary APIs are not known 

❖ Customer owned devices with proprietary APIs used in utility programs for grid reliability may 

become stranded if a manufacturer discontinues operation 

 

During the development of California Rule 21, the Smart Inverter Working Group selected IEEE 

2030.5, adopted it as the default communications protocol and additionally defined the Common 

Smart Inverter Profile3 (CSIP) to ensure Interoperability between Utilities, Third Party 

Aggregators and/or Customer owned Smart Inverters. There is a certification process in place for 

Aggregators and Smart Inverters Communications. In addition, IEEE 1547.1 which will be 

published in 2020 defines additional Smart Inverter functionality. 

 
 

  

 



 

Building Secure Communications 
 

Currently, large utility-scale generation assets which number in the hundreds, use tightly 

controlled and secured private SCADA networks for communication. This approach is not suited 

for smaller-scale, behind-the-meter generation assets which might number in the millions for a 

single utility. Deploying a cost-effective communication infrastructure to those assets involves 

potential exposure to the public Internet and requires a different set of security tools to protect 

against cyber threats. Two key aspects of cybersecurity protection are encryption and 

authentication. 

Communications Must Use a Strong Cipher-Suite 

Communications between the DERMs and the DER must be encrypted to protect the privacy, 

security, and integrity of the information exchanged. A cipher-suite is a set of encryption and 

authentication choices that are used in combination to secure the communications channel. The 

cipher-suite chosen should be strong enough to combat foreseeable threats yet be 

computationally achievable on an IoT device. 

 

The cipher-suite used in the IEEE 2030.5 protocol satisfies this requirement. It uses TLS version 

1.2, the industry-standard security protocol for internet communications, along with cipher-suite 

components that provide 128-bits of security - equivalent to SECRET level protection. As a point 

of comparison, the cipher-suite used to protect credit card transactions only requires 112-bits of 

security. 

The IEEE 2030.5 cipher-suite is more than strong enough to protect against today’s threats as 

well as those in the foreseeable future. 

 



Communications Endpoints Must Have Strong Authentication 

Both ends of a communications channel must have high confidence that they are communicating 

with the intended target. The DER must be confident the commands it receives originate from 

the correct DERMs and not from a rogue server. The DERMs must be confident the metrology it 

receives from the DER came from the correct source.  

 

IEEE 2030.5 provides strong authentication through its Public-Key Infrastructure (PKI) 

requirements. In the IEEE 2030.5 PKI, every communicating device must have a device certificate 

that chains back to a well-known and trusted Root Certificate Authority (Root CA). When two 

endpoints in an IEEE 2030.5 network want to communicate, they establish a TLS connection 

where they mutually send their certificates to the other party for authentication. Each endpoint 

can validate the other’s certificate chains back to the trusted Root-CA. Once this is done, both 

endpoints can have high confidence that they are communicating with the correct party. 

 

The IEEE 2030.5 PKI provides strong authentication to validate the identities of all communicating 

endpoints. 

Communications Systems Security Should be Vetted by Trusted Organizations 

Although it is important that each component protecting the communications channel provide 

adequate security, the overall communications system must also be evaluated to ensure that all 

components work well together. This validation is best done by a trusted independent 

organization, standard body, or industry alliance. 

 

IEEE 2030.5 has been analyzed, vetted and included in the NIST Catalog of Standards (COS). The 

Catalog of Standard is currently hosted by the Smart Energy Power Alliance (SEPA) 

 

IEEE 2030.5 has also been selected as the default communications protocol by the California 

Public Utilities Commission (CPUC) in its update to the Electric Tariff Rule 21 requirements. 

 



 
Diagnosing the Business Need 
 

 

Before integrating a DERMS, predictive and prescriptive analytics should be leveraged to 

understand the impact DER will have on your feeders given current penetration. A DERMS may 

be a premature investment with low levels of DER. Data flowing from measurement devices can 

be utilized to identify if a need for control exists. Conducting analysis on this data, current DER 

output, and feeder-level capacity can demonstrate the extent of the business need. 

 

There may only be a number of feeders in which DER impact is being felt. Diagnosing if and where 

problem areas exist will save CapEx and enable a more seamless integration if a limited number 

of DERs require control. Conducting this type of preemptive analysis will also indicate the type of 

DERMS that needs to be implemented and what devices should be controlled to maximize the 

value of each DER and the DERMS overall. 

 

In long-term planning efforts, feeder-level analysis will determine the areas of the grid most 

suitable for ingesting and maintaining a high-level of DER output. By determining the sum of 

utility controlled large-scale DER and smaller-scale 3rd party DER capacity, the need for a DERMS 

can be further clarified. 

  

 



 
Ensuring Accurate GIS and 
Connectivity Models 
 

 

Existing utility GIS and connectivity data may have any number of errors which are difficult to 

validate and correct. A utility’s GIS and connectivity models must be accurate in order for 

monitoring and control dispatch from DERMS to have the ultimate desired effect. If this problem 

is not treated, interaction with DERs as automated control scales may be ineffective and 

potentially harmful.  

 

As distribution grids were not designed with two-way power flow and decentralized generation 

in mind, utilities must develop an accurate digital representation of their grid in order to gain 

insight and maintain stability. This involves validating and correcting errors such as solving 

duplicated IDs, missing coordinates, invalid WKT and meters missing phases. In addition, errors 

such as incorrect meter-to-transformer connections, transformer-to-phase, and phase-to-phase 

connections need to be solved before proceeding to automated dispatch. 

 

Only once errors have been validated, estimated, and corrected can an accurate digital GIS, 

connectivity and topology model enable DERMS to perform optimal localized DER management.  

 
  

 



 

Location-Based Visibility and 
Control 
 

According to SEPA’s list of DERMS requirements, visibility and control of DERs and EVs must be 

available on a localized level and segmented by various criteria. A DER must be categorized by (1) 

type (i.e. storage, generation, DR, etc.), (2) location, and (3) generation and load of DERs including 

electric vehicles and energy storage.  

 

Addressing many of the congestion, peak demand and power quality issues which DERMS are 

expected to solve requires a much greater layer of visibility and sensing capability than was 

necessary before. In transitioning to a digital landscape with data flowing from each DER, EV and 

meter, understanding and predicting individual or aggregated behavior on a local scale will 

enable DERMS to be much more effective.  

 

In managing this multi-dimensional landscape, monitoring and prediction of both DER and 

consumer behavior is required on a granular scale. If locational insight is limited, investments 

must be made to improve real-time situational awareness, through additional sensors or 

visualization capabilities. Utilizing sensor data from smart-meters, SCADA, individual DER and 

other sources can be effective in enabling DERMS to make real-time, localized decisions.  

 

A secure and consistent flow of information from every available sensor device must be 

developed to ensure DERMS have access to a comprehensive, location-specific dataset. 

 
 
 
 

 



 

Advanced Analytical Capabilities 
 
 

IoT devices, smart-meters, and DER are crowding the utility operating space, and with these 

technologies comes a tremendous amount of measured data that can be leveraged in analytics, 

forecasting, and improving the efficiency of grid operations. However, according to Frost & 

Sullivan, only 2-4% of data generated by intelligent grid devices is being leveraged in utility 

analytics.  

 

This is both an opportunity and a challenge: there is a wealth of information available to 

accurately describe how DER are operating and their impact on the grid yet extracting and 

correlating meaningful data that can drive operational decision-making requires advanced 

analytical capabilities. 

 

For example, DERMS relying on forecasting predictions must incorporate advanced DER 

forecasting algorithms which predict system-wide DER output alongside traditional load 

forecasting. Each utility landscape will differ greatly in terms of overall DER output and impact, 

thus granular forecasting taking into account capacity and weather prediction is crucial.  

 

Predictive asset health analytics can also be leveraged by DERMS operators to stabilize the 

network, ultimately extending asset lifespan and ensuring reliability. 

 

  

 



 
Functional Integration  
 

 

The traditional approach of sourcing a complete solution from a large vendor is not indicated to 

address the DER issue. Given the complexity and multiplicity of domains involved, various 

vendors may be required to design and implement a comprehensive DER management approach. 

 

Each utility, in approaching this issue, is presented with a different context and a different set of 

evolving scenarios. Utility partners and vendors must demonstrate agility and flexibility to 

address changing needs and priorities. Individual capabilities must be assessed based on 

individual utility needs. Before starting a DERMS program, a comprehensive plan must be 

developed to identify these needs and anticipate future changes in the energy balance. 

 

From a system architecture perspective, such a layered, modular approach requires the adoption 

of an application service bus. There are several low-level code application platforms that allow 

plug and play of different layers and applications. This allows utilities to source or replace 

applications as they identify the needs and vendors can compete to provide the best of breed 

solution. 

 

  

 



 

 

 

As an example, Southern California Edison’s Integrated Grid Project (IGP) developed a scalable 

pathway toward DER integration, taking into account a wide array of uncertainties and 

possibilities as the utility progresses in their grid modernization efforts. By segmenting the issue 

into blocks of requirements, solutions have been developed on a granular level, solving the most 

important issues with the most suited partners, with best-in-class point solutions. 

 

  

 



 

Conclusion 
 
 

Deploying a DERMS is a transformative journey that every utility will undertake. Customers will 

continue to deploy solar panels, battery systems, electric vehicles and other load or generation 

equipment at scales that will affect the grid, both at local and global levels. 

 

Some utilities may prepare, establish a roadmap, identify potential hurdles and take preemptive 

steps to eliminate them, test solutions at smaller, less risky scales and continuously learn from 

that process. Utilities that follow this path and invest now will not only save money down the 

road, they will also strengthen their image as innovative and forward-looking organizations 

working to secure a clean and reliable long-term supply of energy for their customers.  

 

Others may rely on a single trusted partner to build the infrastructure they require. Utilities who 

follow that path should ensure their partner has the flexibility and agility to adapt its platform to 

their needs, use cases, and pace. 

 

Others may carefully monitor the evolution of DER in their territory and wait until alternative 

remedies such as infrastructure upgrades, utility scale storage, tariff adjustments have been 

exhausted to start deploying a DERMS. Because DERMS cover such a broad scope of operational, 

customer-facing and regulatory issues, these utilities will likely have to undertake a sudden and 

painful transformation. 

 

This white paper identified key issues to be addressed when planning a DERMS deployment and 

offered some guidelines based on Awesense and Kitu Systems’ combined experience. A few years 

ago, there was no or little talk about DERMS. They are now among the top 10 priorities of most 

utilities. How many DERMS will be in operation in two years? Will yours be?    
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